
Fall 2007: ESPM/IB/ERG 205 — Assignment 1  
Quantitative Methods for Ecological and Environmental Modeling 

 
Due no later than noon, Sept 18, 2007 

 
Please produce an assignment in the form of a pdf file and email the file to 

getz@nature.berkeley.edu 
The subject matter line of the email MUST read (or your assignment could get lost):  

Assignment 1. 
 
1. Identify a relatively simple biological system of interest to you that lends itself to the 

formulation of a discrete or continuous time deterministic model involving the density (e.g. 
population models, concentration (e.g. environmental process models) or frequency (e.g. 
genetic models) of at least 2 but probably not more then half a dozen variables. 

2. Pose a relatively simple question that you would like to address using the model. 
3. Represent your model graphically. 
4. Translate your graphic model into a system of mathematical equations. 
5. Write R, Matlab, or some other suitable computer code to simulate your model 
6. Plot the outcome of the simulations in a way that addresses your question. 
7. Write a short paragraph on how the graph or graphs you have generated answers your 
question. 
 
The components of your assignment thus include: 
 

I. A title page with an assignment heading (Number of Assignment, Title), your name, date, 
contact info (just email is OK). 

II. A short paragraph (no more than a half page) of background to your system. 
III. Statement of the question to be addressed 
IV. A graphic drawing of the system to be modeled  (you can easily generate such a graphic 

using the drawing facilities in Power Point). 
V. Mathematical equations set in text using any method you like (e.g. the Math editor in 

Microsoft Word). 
VI. A copy of your code at the back of the assignment in the form of an appendix 

VII. Presentation of the results of your simulations in the form of inserted Tables, Figs. or Graphs 
(BUT NO  MORE THAN TWO OR THREE INSERTS) 

VIII. The final paragraph described in 7. above. 
IX. A completed version saved as a PDF file and emailed to me to meet the deadline. 


